Introduction
The opponent model of colour vision states that differences in wave-length sensitivity between brightness perception and luminance arise because brightness depends on both colour and achromatic channels, while luminance depends solely on the achromatic channel representing the sum of inputs from the cone photopigmemsO-3). Large contributions of chromatic channels to brightness perception are shown clearly by the work of Burns (4) Figure 1 ). Table 3 Number of times subject chose the given condition as brighter (Luminances are given in Table 2.) brightness of the colour matched illuminants were based on photopic luminances. Thus, since the ratios of photopic luminances between the illuminants pairs were the same in comparisons l, 2, and 4, the null hypothesis to be tested was that the brightness judgements would be the same for comparisons l, 2, and 4. The sample size was 12 subjects; for each subject the 10 judgements for each comparison yielded a judgement score ranging from 0 to 10. These scores were used as our measure of the degree to which the subject consistently judged one illuminant to be brighter than the other. The distribution of judgement scores was clustered around 10 or 0, i.e. was highly non-normal in all four comparisons, with most judgement scores (33 out of 48) at 0 or 10 and none at 4-6 (near chance judgement of one light brighter than the other). We tested the null hypothesis separately, contrasting comparison 1 with comparison 4, and comparison 2 with comparison 4 using the Wilcoxon SignedRanks Test(&dquo;). We computed the exact ~ilc~~on probability rather than its normal approximation, because of the relatively small sample size, the non-normal distribution of judgement scores, and because there were many cases with equal differences between judgement scores. Using a twotail test, the null hypothesis was rejected in both cases. Contrasting comparison 1 
